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This report is divided into three volumes. Volume 1 is the body of the report,
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A number of tests have been conducted on the Electromechanical Actuator
(EM.4) to determine its performance characteristics. 	 In most instances,
the tests were performed to compare the actual performance of the EMA
against the design goals of the NASA Statement of Work (SOW). 	 Unless
otherwise noted, all paragraphs referenced in the following pages are
those of the VASA SOW.
The following paragraphs summarize the testing activities, discussing
briefly the methods used to conduct the tests, the test data which were
obtained, and a comparison of achieved performance against design goals.
INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
Data recording during these Design :Verification Tests (DVT) was accomplished
using the following equipment
HP 7404A	 Four Channel Recorder







Fluke 8600A	 Digital Multimeter
Lebow 1228-2K	 Torque Transducer
Gould SC110S	 Bridge Amplifier
Precision Digital 701FJ Temperature Readout
Lebow 1604-200 Torque Transducer with Tachometer Pickup
Yew 2885 -lb w/280S Electronic. Wattmeter
T v H W-4-001 Current Viewing Resistor
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TEST 3.3.4.1 -- OUTPUT STROKE
The output stroke was determined by using a dc input command to the EMA. The
command voltage was varied to drive the EMA :from full travel in one direction
to full travel in the opposite direction. The EMA output motion was determined
to be 13-2/3 revolutions. Since the planetary gear reducer has a gear ratio
of 238.71:1, the load motion is (13.67 x 360)/238.71 = 20.6 degrees. If the
position offset adjustments are made to allow equal motion in either direction,
this would result in the load motion being limited to about + 10.3 degrees.
This range can be changed easily by changing scaling components in the low
level control circuits of the EMA.
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TEST 3.3.4.2 -- OUTPUT VELOCIT`:
The maximum output velocity of the EMA under no-load conditions was determined
using a squarewave input command of + 3 degree amplitude. Strip chart records
of the input command, output motion, and tachometer outputs of the two active
channels are shown in Figure i for a typical test. From these records it was
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TEST 3.3.4.3 - OUTPUT TORQUE
This test was conducted with the load spring connected and thermocouples
mounted on the care of the motors. The first test condition was run with an
8 degree deflection and a 1 degree peak-to-peak 2.5 Hz sinusoidal excitation.
The motor temperature at the beginning was 20.56 degree C and after 26 minutes
had risen to 44.44 degree C. (This temperature rise was well within the design
limits.) The second test condition involved a 6 degree deflection with a
4 degree peak-to-peak 1 Hz sinusoidal excitation. Beginning motor temperature
was 21.11 degree C and after 5.5 minutes had risen to 33.3 degree C. The third
test condition was also runwith a 6 degree deflection but with a 1.27 Hz
sinusoidal peak-to-peak excitation of 4 degrees. After running for 1.5 minutes
k3 Y
	 the temperature had risen from 21.11 degree C to 24.440C.
i,
With regard to peak power represented by these tests the three test conditions
were conducted at different operating points and hence different peak power_
The peak power calculation for the first condition is:
P=T9
T = Ke
e - eo + A sin wt
6 - Aw cos wt
=x
	P = K (eo + A sin wt) (Aw cos ;art)
P = ( Keo Aw) cos wt + KA2w sin 2 wt
2








 = 4.988 cos .wt + 0.3116 sin 2 wt
x
P I	5.03 hp (Peak i	 }g
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Parameters for condition II:
K = 15009.8 in-lbs
deg
A-4 deg
w = 6.2832 rad/sec
Bo = 6 deg.
PII = 5.985 cos wt + 3.9897 sin 2 wt
PII. = 6.95 hp (peak)
Parameters for condition III:
F'
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TEST 3.3.4.4 -- DISPLACEMENT LINEARITY
The displacement linearity tests wire conducted using a do input command to
the EMA. The ENIA output shaft was commanded to rotate in steps of one re-
volution, from maximum deflection in one direction to maximum deflection in
she opposite direction. The output rotation was controlled to line up a mark
on the EMA output shaft with a datum point. It is estimated that this was
accomplished with an accuracy of about + 5°. Since the planetary gear reducer
has a ratio of 238.71:1, one revolution of the EMA output shaft corresponds to
a load deflection of 360/258.71 - 1.S nR degrees. The estimated accuracy of
+ 5
0
 in aligning the EMA output shaft would re present about + 0.02 deg at the
load. At each revolution, readings were taken of the command voltage, each of
the four EMA output potentiometers (read out at the buffer amplifier outputs,
A22-7), and the load deflection output voltage (at the DE amplifier, G2-77).
The voltage readings were taken with a digital voltmeter. The measurements
are summarized in Table 1 . Figure 2 is a plot of the :measured output of
the EMA position feedback amp lifier (DE) as a function of the EMA output shaft
motion. It is evident that this voltage is a very linear function of the output
notion. To check the linearity of the output voltage against the input command,
calculations were made (see Table 2 ) by placing a straight line througn the
coordinates of the points recorded for the first and 13th revolutions of the
EMA output shaft. From the table it can be seen that the greatest deviation
was J.066 Volts. Since the scaling is such that 1 Volt corresponds to 1 degree
of load notion, this deviation would correspond to 0.066 degrees at the load.
The deviation expressed in percentage of full travel (55°) is therefore
(0.066 x 100)/55 - 0.120
Since the desi^7i goal for linearity is 1'), the EMA is well within the desired
linearity. It st;ould be noted that a more sophisticated method for fitting the
straight line to the data (such as a least squares fit) would result in a re-
duced deviation measurement. As a matter of interest, similar calculations

























































I N1 , 11T _ OUTPUT VOL PAGES
VOLTAGE POT A POT B POT C POT D DE
+10.060 10.743 10.108 10.785 10.612 10.523
8.556 9.219 8.558 9.304 9.163 9.017
7.057 7.717 7.052 7.838 7.643 7.524
5.534 6.190 5.557 6. 34 3 6.076 6.006
4.074 4.702 4.133 4.904 4.59.1 4.553
2.556 3.112 2.578 3.375 !.082 3.011
1.037 1.576 1.070 1.8S4 1.563 1.496
0.004 0.59.1 0.130 0.891 0.612 0.541
-0.436 0.04-1 -0.362 0.414 0.125 0.040
-1.954 -1.535 -1.898 -1.056 -1.386 -1.473
-3.492 -3.026 -3.372 -2.507 -2.791 -2.918
-5.019 -4.62S
-4.931 -4.090 -4.371 -4.493
-6.529 -6.151 -6.472 -5.673 -5.898 -6.035
-8.027 -7.608 -7.880
-7.111 -7.347 -7.466
-9.525 -9.189 -9.367 -8.05 -8.907 -8.994
-10.527 -10.232 -10.407 -9.613 -10.50•) -10.501
0 0OXJ  PC	 '1 Alit 1.	 1	 INA INHIT AND 01rl'I'lll VOLTAGES AS A I UNCTION
M-1
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were conducted for each of the output potentiometers. These are summarized
in Tables 3 through 6	 Calculations were also made to determine the
maximum deviation from the straight line fitted to the data for each of these
outputs. Table 7 summarizes these calculations and also presents the average
deviation and the RMS deviation for each of the outputs. Pot C had the largest
maximum deviation (0.22% of full travel) and also had the largest average
deviation (0.048% of full travel). However, Pot D had the largest RMS deviation
(0.103% of full travel) .
A linear regression method was also used to establish a straight line to fit
the data of Table 2. The least squares fitting provided a slight improvement in
the deviations for DE. A comparison with the data of Table 7 showed that the
maximum deviation went from 0.12% to 0.11%, the average deviation was reduced
from 0.0002% to 0.000%, and the RMS deviation changed from 0.054 % to 0.053%.
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X Y DE DEVIATION
8,556 9.017 9.017 0.000
7.057 7.524 7.524 0.000
5.534 6.007 6.006 0.001
4.074 4.SS2 4.553 -0.001
2.556 3.040 3.011 0.029
1.037 1.527 1.496 0.031
0:004 0.498 0.541 -0.043
-0.436 0.060 0.040 0.020
-1.954 -1.452 -1.473 0.021
-3.492 -2.984. -2.918 -0.066.
-5.019 -4.505 -4.493 -0.012
-6.529 -6.010` -6,OS3 0.043
-8.027 -7.502. -7.466 -0.036
-9.525 -8.994 -8.994 0.000
TABLE'2	 .	 DEVIATION CALCULATIONS FOR DE
i
a
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X Y POT A DEVIATION
8.556 9.219 9.219 0.000
7.057 7.693 7.717 -0.024
5.534 6.142 6.190 -0.048'
4.024 4.656 4.702,
2.556 3.110 3.112 -0.002
1.037 1.564 1.576 -0.012
0.004' 0.512 0.594 -0.082'
-0.436 0..064 0.044 0.020
-1.954 -1.481 -1.535 0.054
-3.492; -3.047 -3.026 -0.021
-5.019' -4.602 -4.625 0.023
-6.529- -6.139 -6.151 0.012
-8.027 -7.664 -7.>608 -0.056
-9.525 -9.189 -9.189 0.000
TABLE
	 3 DEVIATION CALCULATIONS FOR POT A
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X Y POT B DEVIATION j
8..556 8.558 8.558 0.000 ?
7.OS 7 7.072 7.052 0.02.0
5.534 5.562 5.557 0.005 a
4.074 4.115 4.133 -0.018
2.556 2.610 2.578 0.032 $,
1.037 1.104 1.070 0.034
0.004 0.080 0.130 -0.050
















TABLE 4	 DEVIATION CALCULATIONS FOR POT B
z
s
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X Y POT C DEVIATION
8.556 9.304 9.304 0.000
7.057 7.819 7.838 -0.019
5.534 6.311 6.343 -0.032
4.074 4.865 4.904 -0.039
2.556 3.361 3.375 -0.014
1.037 1.857 1.8S4 0.003
0.004 0.833 0.891 -0.058
-0.436 0.398 0.414 -0.016
-1.954 -1.106 -1.056 -0.050
-3.492 -2.629 -2-.507 -0.122
-5.019 -4.142 -4.090 -0.052
-6.529 -5.638 -5.673 0.035
-8.027 -7.121 -7.114 -0.007
-9.525 -8.605 -8.605 0.000
TABLE 5	 DEVIATION CALCULATIONS FOR POT C
_ >A
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X Y	 POT D DEVIATION
8.556 9.163	 -	 9.163 0.000
7.057 7.665	 7.643 0.022
5.534 6.143	 6.076 0.067
4.074 4.684	 4.594 0.090
2.556 3.167	 3.082 0.085
1.037 1.649	 1.563 0.086
0.004 0.616	 0.612 0.004
-0.436 0.176	 0.125 0.051
-1.954 -1.341	 -1.386 0.045
-3.492 -2.878	 -2.791 -0.087
-5.019 -4.404	 -4.371 -0.033
'r
	-6.529 -S.913	 -5.898 -0.015'
-8.027 -7.410	 -7.347 -0.063
-9.525 -8.907	 -8.907 0.000
TABLE. 6 DEVIATION CALCULATIONS FOR POT D
-
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MEASURED DEVIATIONS (IN PERCENT OF FULL TRAVEL)
MAXIMUM AVERAGE	 ROOT MEAN SQUARE
OUTPUT DEVIATION DEVIATION DEVIATION
POT' A 0.15% 0.024% 0.068%
POT B 0.14% 0.020% 0.OS7%
POT C
-	 0.22% 0.048% 0.081%
POT' D 0.16% 0.033o 0.103%
DE 0.12% 0:002% 0.0S4%
f ^
j TABLE	 7 	 DEVIATIONS FROM STRAIGHT LINE
I 7HROUGH MEASURED END POINTS
S80 1076 Rev 574	 't
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TFST 3.3.4.5	 THRESHOLD
The threshold of the EMA was demonstrated to be less than 0.05% of full travel,
using a 0.01 Hz sinusoidal input command with an amplitude of 0.0275 Volts
(corresponding to 0.0275 degrees, or 0.5% of the system's 55 degree full
travel). A strip chart record showing the input command and the output motion
is given in Figure 3. From this record, output motion is clearly evident,
demonstrating that the threshold is less than 0.05% of full travel.
Additional runs were made with an input command amplitude of 0.00275 degrees
(O.00S% of full travel). All six channel combinations were tested. Three
combinations (AB. AD . and CD) responded to the input and the other three did not.
' SHEET REV
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3,3.4.6 POSITION NULL
EMA output position null is determined by setting all input commands to the
four channels to zero and recording the output position. Table 8 indicates
that the inputs to each channel were driven to very nearly zero and the re- 	
j
sulting offset was 0.0186 degrees. The requirement is for less than 0.275
degrees. This requirement is easily met. The other requirement is that each
offset adjust potentiometer be cavahle of driving the EMA output + 2.75
degree-. Table 8 shows that each channel met this requirement.- (Channel C
was inoperative during this test as a result of Q M switch failing shorted.)
For the first part of the test all four channels were active. The remaining
offset measurements were conducted with only one channel at a time activated
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POSITION OFFSET ADJUST
CHANNEL CHANNEL	 CHANNEL CHANNEL EMA OUTPUT
A B	 C D DE
VOLTS VOLTS	 VOLTS VOLTS DEGREES









TABLE 8	 POSITION NULL RESULTS
s^
a
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3.3.4.7 -- HYSTERESIS
The hysteresis plot was made on the oscilloscope with a single trace time
exposed picture.
Both the input and output to the EMA were filtered with a low pass (f = 0.114 Hz)
to eliminate signal noise. The input was a 0.01 Hz sinusoidal waveform with
a 110 mV (0.11 degree) peak-to-peak amplitude. Channels B + D exhibited very
little hysteresis (see Figure 4) whereas Channels C + D exhibited 8 mV
(.008 degrees) of hysteresis. For all motor combinations the measured hysteresis
for all combinations of channels fell comfortably below the limit of 27.5 mV
(.0275 degrees) .
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3.3.4.8 CROSS-CHANNEL VELOCITY TRACKING
All six combinations of motors were tested for their velocity tracking error.
A triangular waveform of + 10 degree command at 0.43 Hz (± 17.4 deg/sec command
rate) was used for excitation. Results of two of the motor combinations can
be seen in Figure S * Velocity tracking requirements are that the error shall
not exceed 3% of full velocity which is 0.7 deg/sec at the output or 290 rpm
at the motor.
Frum Figure S it can be seen that the velocity error has a large transient when
the command waveform changes from motion in one direction to the opposite. With
motors A and D ac tive, the positive velocity error just prior to the transient is
(1 line) (0.05 V/line) (4 deg/sec-V) = 0.2 deg/see
In terms of full velocity (23 deg/sec), this is an error of
0.2 x 100/23 = 0.9%
The negative velocity error is found to be 0.1 deg/sec, which corresponds to
0.4% of full velocity. Channel combination AD is therefore well within the 3%
velocity tracking error design goal.
Similar calculations for the other channels gave the following. results:
Channel Velocity Tracking Errors'
Combination Positive Negative
AB +3.0% -1.3% a
AC +1.3 +0.4	 rt
AD +0.9 -0.4
BC +2.6 -2.6
BD +2.6 -2.2:	 9
CD +0.4 -0.4	 ;:.
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5.3.4.9 -- FREQUENCY RESPONSE
All six motor combinations were tested for their closed loop frequency
response. Figures 6 and 7 represent a typical set of response curves.
For convenience the gain and phase boundaries are plotted on the responses
to show compliance with the SOW. The remaining S motor combinations also
met these requirements and furthermore . were nearly identical in performance.
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3.3.4.10 STEP RESPONSE
Closed loop step responses were run for all six motor combinations with four
inputs of +2%, +3%, +4% and +5% of full travel. Typical results of these tests
are shown in Figures .8 through I1.._ To aid in the interpretation the step
response design goal boundaries are plotted over each EMA output response.
With a 2% step input, the response (see Figure 8 ) is within the design goal
envelope, although the ma.xi.mum overshoot equals the, allowable value (25%).
For a 3% step input, the overshoot in the response slightly exceeds the design
goal (30% overshoot vs the 25% design goal).
With a 4% step input command, the response is essesttial.ly within the design
goal envelope (the overshoot for this condition is about 27%). For a 5% step
input, the overshoot is about 22%, but the time required to reach 85% of the
steady-state response exceeds the design goal by about 14%.
These responses were-run with the load spring connected. Similar results were
obtained when the load spring was disconnected..
For inputs of less than+ 0.5% FT, torque saturation is not present and the EMA
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3.3.4.11 -- MOTOR BRAKE
The EMA output shaft was locked during this test. One at a time, each motor
was operated at its full output torque to test the braking torque of the three
remaining brakes. All four tachometer signals were recorded at high sensitivities
to observe any slippage that might occur. Figures 12 and '13 show stripchart
records of the data taken during these tests. During the first interval, channel A
r
was active. The tachometer output from channel B showed no motion for positive
torque, and a small spike showing a slight motion when negative torque was first
commanded. Channel C showed slight motion when negative torque was commanded
from motor A, but no motion for positive torque. Channel D showed slight motion
for both positive and negative torque commands. Even though the brakes appear




apparently allows_a very slight motion of the tachometer shafts for channels
C and D.
With channel B active,. no motion was drete-cted for channels A or C, but a slight
tachometer output was found for channel D, indicating that its brake coupling
may have sufficient backlash to allow a,small amplitude motion. 	 With channel C
r
active, neither channel. A nor B showed any motion, but a slight movement was
detected at channel D.	 With channel D active, no motion was detected for
channels A or B;. and chaPnel C showed only a slight motion as channel D started
producing negative torque.
The data taken during these tests indicate that the brakes do not slip under
fl
static braking conditions (except for a small, momentary motion which occurred
J
in some instances when a given torque was first applied). 	 Channel D appears to i
j	 have sufficient backlash in its brake coupling to allow a measurable tachometer
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3.3.4.12 -- CHATTER AND INSTABILITY
During all DVT tests EMA operation was observed for any chatter and instability
that exceeded 0.055 degrees peak-to-peak at the load arms. None was observed
`	 or recorded that cants close to this limit. The EMA output motion can be




























3.3.4.13 -- VELOCITY GAIN TEST
The velocity gain test was run with the EMA output blocked and the position
loop opened. Results of the test are shown in Figure 14. The reason for
the negative slope is that a full current command had to be inputed so that
the current command had the correct sign. This was necessary to operate
the motor in the motoring mode. if just the tachometer signal were used
for an input the plugging logic limited the current to the motor to 25 amps.
Calculating the slope of the velocity gain curve yields a gain of 0.033
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I	
3.3.4.14 -- TORQUE GAIN TEST
The torque gain test was run with the EMA output shaft locked, and with the
tposition, tachometer and velocity comparison loops open.	 The input command
was the position command and readings taken were current command, motor
•	 current and EMA output torque.	 Figure 15 depicts the results of this test.
r	 The calculated gain from the hardware comes to 42S.S Amps/deg which compares
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INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the power transistor testing which was done , to select
the best state-of-the-art devices for use in the single-channel power electronics
breadboard. Since the EMA has a nominal 270 Vdc supply, and the idealized motor
currents underrated load are 60A, 600 Hz waveforms (having the characteristics
shown in Figure 1), the power transistors must have large voltage* and current
ratings. Moreover, the chopper transistors which provide current control
should be capable of handling full motor currents while operating at 8 kHz with
an 80% on-time duty cycle. The switching characteristics of candidate devices
were therefore of major importance, in addition tothe critical voltage and
current rating requirements.
The requirements and design goals for the various power transistor parameters
are summarized in Table 1. The VCEO (SUS) requirement (40OV) allows far reason-
able variations in the nominal 270 Vdc supply voltage as well as transient peaks.
The peak collector current requirement (100A) allows appreciable overshoot beyond
the 60A nominally required by the motor to develop full output power.
A vendor survey was conducted in an attempt to find suitable power transistors.
Inquiries.
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PARAMETER - REQUT REMENT UAL
V CEO (SUS) 400V 425V
I C 60A 100A
I C PEAK 100A 150A
BETA AT 60A 10 AT V CE = IV 15
BETA AT 100A 7,5 AT V CE 	 1.5V 10
M1	
VCE (SAT) 1V AT I C = 60A, I B = 6A	 15v
PD 25OW AT TC = 1000 C 30OW
RISE TIME 0.8 MICROSECOND 015
STORAGE TIME 6 MICROSECONDS 3
FALL. TIME 11 MICROSECONDS 0.8
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The available data sheets for candidate transistors were examined, and it was
determined that several devices had potentially acceptable characteristics. The
devices which were selected for further test and evaluation were: 	 i
o Westinghouse developmental unit 17B-X
(predecessor to type 060T)
o RCA type J15490 (transcalent device)
o PowerTech type PT-1503
o Delco type DTS-4075
The tests which were conducted on the candidate transistors are swmnarized in
the- following. paragraphs.
TEST METHODS
The power transistors were tested using the circuit shown in Figure 2. The
basic load consists of a resistor, RL , and an inductor, L. The inductor is
the same as that used as the current source in the EMA power converter. The
snubber circuit which is shown in Figure 2 is one of a number of configurations
that were evaluated during the tests. Alternate snubber configurations (as
well as the one shown in Figure 2) are shown in Figures 3 through 6.
During the initial evaluation-it was determined that the snubber configuration
designated A6 was the most suitable of those considered. In the actual EMA
power converter the transistors used in the inverter are series-connected. For
this reason, the more complex snubbers shown in Figures 4 through 6 are not
practical, even though each has certain advantages when considered for use
with a single transistor. Since the battery provides a relatively stiff voltage
source for the EMA power converter, snubber configuration A6 is the equivalent
of a snubber network having 20 Ohms in series with 0.125 microfarad used as a
snubber by each of the two series-connected transistors.















Note	 C^	 3 each 36FZ39M SPRA 2200uF/400 y in Parallel	 ^	 Is:	 Snubber Z `l'
i
C2	 3 each 28F1202FC GE 20 uF/600' y polycarb in parallel 	 _
_Network _ _ m
D 1 	S^17005 Semtech (special mast recove-1, 	 x'100 ns)	 L m ^








m	 Figure 2.	 Basi c_ Teat Circuit •-
2^ m
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Figure 3. Snubber Configuration AX
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c ^ ^
X
B j Snubber BXE
,0. 001 fD	 R
f Ohm x x
Figure 4. Snubber Configuration BX
Cx	 R DConfiguration
I denti,fication Microfarads	 Ohms
`	
h
b± B1	 _ 0.2	 5 SR2885
i
B2 0.5	 5 SR2885
Vote
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The tests which were conducted made use of the following instrumentation:
o	 Scope:	 Tektronix Model 7704A with plug-ins
- 2 ea Model 7A18
- 1 Model 7B71
- 1 Model 7B 70
o	 Multiplying Scope:	 Philips Model PM 5265
o	 Curve Tracer:	 Tektronix Model 576 with high current
adapter Model 176
o	 Current Viewing Resistor: 	 TFM Ntodel W-4-001 (0.001 Ohm)
o	 DC to 50 MHz Current Probe:
a
Tektronix Model P6042
During the tests the supply voltage and load resistance were changed, several 3
frequencies and duty cycles were used, and the transistors were operated at
several case temperatures.	 The base drive circuit which was used in these tests
is shown in Figure 7. 	 This circuit provides excellent base drive characteristics.
The turn-on base-emitter voltage and current are well-controlled, as are the
turn-off base-emitter-	 conditions.
	
Typical waveforms for turn-on are-shown
in Figure 8.	 Shortly after turn-on the base-emitter voltage reaches 8 V. 	 The
base current reaches a peak value of approximately 17 A in 2 microseconds, and
eventually settles at 9 A.	 As indicated in the lower portion of Figure 8,
the transistor is quickly turned on with this drive system.
Turn-off is also accomplished effectively by the base drive circuit. 	 Typical
waveforms during turn-off are shown in Figure 9. 	 Within 1 microsecond after
turn-off is initiated, the reverse base current reaches 	 5.5A.
	
Tr.e reverse
base-emitter voltage eventually builds to 10 V as the transistor rapidly turns
off.	 After turn-off, the reverse base-emitter voltage stabilizes at 9 V.
Both the turn-on and the turn-off drive conditions can be adjusted, as indicated'
in Figure 7. $:
The base driver circuit also has provisions for an antisaturation clamp.
Figure 10 is a simplified schematic of the circuit used.	 The antis aturation
clamp prevents the power transistor from being fully saturated during on bt
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conditions by forcing excess base drive current to flow through the collector
of the transistor which is being driven. 	 In Figure 10, if the base drive
current is large,
VCF. = VBE + 
2 
VD2u	 VDl
With typical operating conditions, the base-emitter voltage and the diode
drops are on the order of l Volt each. 	 The typical collector-emitter voltage
is therefore
VCE = 1.0 + 2(l.0)	 - 1.0 = 2.0 V
If the load current is 60A and the base current overdrive is 10 A, the
collector-emitter power dissipation during the interval when the power
transistor is on would be P D - (60 + 10)(2.0)	 140 W
The antisaturation clamp reduces the switching losses and reduces the storage
time of the transistor which is being driven. 	 If transistors must be paralleled,
` the antisaturation clamp is highly desirable. 	 However, with fast power
transistors which do not require paralleling, the slightly reduced switching
losses and improvements in storage times do not ,compensate for the added
steady-state losses: during the transistor's on state. 	 For this reason, unless




A large number of tests were conducted during this evaluation. 	 Test results
are presented in the following discussion for high power conditions, although
a large number of tests were also made at lower voltage and current levels.
E The Delco transistors which were tested would require parallelling in order to
i handle the required EMA currents.	 Therefore, even though test data were
' taken on the Delco DTS-4075 devices, they were not considered to be as suitable'
as the other three types of transistors.	 The-collector-emitter and base-
emitter characteristics of the test transistors (as obtained on a transistor
s
curve-tracer) are given in .appendix A. 	 The devices shown are:
o	 Power Tech type PT4503, unit no. 2`
o	 RCA type J15490, unit no. s'?
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Test conditions for the transitor tests are summarized in Table 2. The photo
identification number is referenced for each run, the switching condition_
(turn-on or turn-off) is noted, the collector-emitter voltage and the collector
current are tabulated, the time scale used in the display is listed, the
transistor case temperature is recorded (RT indicated approximately room
temperature condition), the manufacturer's code is indicated (We for
Westinghouse and PT for Power Tech). Where instantaneous power readings were
taken, the maximum dissipation recorded during the run is also given in Table 2.
The data sheets presented in Appendix B are largely self-explanatory. Unless
otherwise noted, the devicewas operating near room temperature. The notation
is conventional, with PD indicating the collector dissipation (Watts). IB1
indicates the base current during turn-on, and I B2 is the turn-off base
current.
TEST DATA SUMMARY 1
For convenience, some of the more important data obtained during the tests
are summarised in Appendix C_ The data summary sheets identify the device
and test conditions and record both turn-on and turn-off results. Table 5
abstracts some of the more important data from .-appendix C.
The first four lines in Table -s summarize- data taken at an operating frequency
of a kHz. The last 2 lines show data taken at 8 kHz. In general, all three
of the transistors tested have excellent characteristics. The RCA device had
superb turn-off characteristics and low average losses. However, it did not
have as much current-handling capability as ,either the Power Tech or Westing-_
house transistors. Both. Power Tech and Westinghouse devices provided adequate
current and voltage margins, but the Westinghouse unit had somewhat lower
losses_ than the Power Tech unit. Although either type could have been used
for the single-channel power electronics breadboard, the Westinghouse D60T
power transistor was selected, since it is an improved version of the Westinghouse'
17B-6, tailored to applications such as the EMA power converter. Data sheets
for the Westinghouse D60T and D62T power transistors are provided in Appendix
D, as are data sheets for other power transistors.
a
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1'uge Iaent On Off ( Volts) (AMPS) ( ^ S) (00 Code	 Peak
Watts








_p X x S -
B5
-Q1 x 275 56 l 30 8200
H6
-Q2 x 75 8200
117 -Q3 x R.1, 9800
B8
_Q4 x 0.2 9800
B9 - Q5
_ x x 5
-
B1U -R1 x- 300 62 1 42 10,000
1311 -R2 x 85 10,000
B12
-113 x 3S -
013
- IN x R'f 11, 200







	 -x	 x	 300	 62	 5	 RT	 P'1'	 4









B19 3-2-T1 x	 300 59 1 35 9700	 8
B20 -12
	 x 300 59 1 1111' 12,600
B21
-13	
x x	 300 59 5
1122 3 -4-111 x	 225 45 1 RCA	 5200	 4
1123 " - 62 0.2 5200
B24 -03	 x l 5600
825 _0,1 0.2 5600
B26 -115	 x x 5
-
v
E E- 2 2'1'- EMA- 022
'rime .1, I1)
Photo Turn Turn _VCE
1C Scale Case Ml:gr Peak	 Freq
t'age IUent On Off (Volts) (AMPS) ( f^ S) (00 Code Watts	 kHz
B27 3-4-Cl x 2S0 SU 1 11,1' RCA 6400	 4
1128 _C2 x .2 6400
829 -C3 x 1 35 -
B30 -C4 x x 5 IYf _
031 -05 x 1 6800
1132 -C6 x .2 6800
B33 -C7 x 1 -
B34 -C8 x 2(1 -
B35 -C9 x 20 -
836 -CIO x x S -
B37 2-25-A x 250 52 1.0 35 We 7100	 12
B38 2-25-8 x 85 7400
B39 2-25-C x 0.2 35 10,400
B40 2-25-D x 85 10,700
B41 2-25-E x x 10 35
B42 2-25-F x x o,5
B43 2-25-6 x 250 60 1.0 35 9400
1344 2-25-11 x 52' 13,600
B45 2-25-1 x 0.2
046 2-17-F x 275 60 1 R11' We 9400	 4
B47 2-17-G x F
048 -fi x 10,400	 s
849 -I 0.2
1150 -.1 5








I	 Time	 T	 PO
-	 C. E(.	 ScuTdent On
	
Off
	 ,^	 ^,	 C^;c	 Mfgr	 Peak	 Freq(AMPS,(Volts)	 (/<<
	
,^	 (0C)	 CO&	 Watts	 kliz
052	 2-17-L














B61 -U x x S
B62 2-24-T x	 300	 60 1 3S 9800
	 8
063
-u x 8S 9200
B64 _y R7
1165 -VA
866 -W x 12,000
067 -WA 0.2 12,000




B70 -Z x X y
r
cp
'fable	 3. Data Su ►innaxy EE-22.1'-EMA-022
Turn-off Data 'turn-on Data
Case
hp













Pa a Mtn volts' Aui s C W W ..4 S /,q S W W Xe S /4(S kllz
C1 PT 300 62 <50 52 10,000 3.5 1.6 38 11,000 0.1 0.5 4
-C3 We 300 60 'r-50 30 9800 3,. 6 0.7 36- 11,500 0.1 0.4 4
C5 RCA 250 50 <35 11 6100 1.8 0,6 15 6600 0.2 0.5 4
C7 We 250 55 <35 18 7400 4.2 0.6 23 9200 0.08 0.4 4
C9 We 300 60 35 76 12,000 4.2 0.7 86 12,000 0.1 0.4 8










This appendix presents data taken on the candidate power transistors using a
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FREQUENCY	 S/ KHZ,	 DUTY CYCLE ON	 _	 5?^
SNUBBER	 Gp )F b
0,., ^ls —
S












DELCO ELECTRONICS SEE-22T- E..XA-022	 BS5





DEVICE TESTS	 APIw V 
a
D.U.T. TYPE	 WE 5-r- I -?!?-;,	 , UNiT Y0. (o
CIRCUIT'
OTHER









'REQUENCf 	 KH2,	 DUTY CYCLE ON
SNUBBER	 !ONF _416




PIX NO.	 2. – ! 7 - C	 _, ADDITIONAL CONVIENTS —
7Z :11 +! V ^ 7 .w
n
Z
3 .If. toA l-m












O.U.T. TYPE 44-1ES7:	 ^ 7S- js 	 UNIT NO. A
Cl RCUIT
OTHER --_- -- -	 _
I 31 = ^ ^^1	 ^.,•iPS , 	 B 2 = ^ -^ ^l	 [ 41PS
VC y =	 30p V PEAK,	 IC	 Q A PEAK
OTHE R
FREQUENCY	 y KHZ,	 DUTY CYCLE ON
SNUBBER	 Coal F A (-
n
PIX .NO.	 :2 - / ? - p	 I .ADDITIONAL CO'-NENI'S
	
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 tI
	OF POOR QUALITY	^
:.. 
=c. `a ZG /SID
ocv It,









JELCO ELECTRONICS	 EE-22T-EMA- 022 	 I BS'








0. U. 7. TYPE	 WEST 1 -7 R- L7 -_--	 UN?T NO .
CIRCUIT
OTHER
Ial =	 lIF,4 k)	 .AMPS,	 -Ig_ _	 ^r -g1/^	 (._ .A,UPS
VC` =	 3p p !! PEAK,	 IC	 (e, Q A PEAK
OTHER
FREQC'E,NC"	 Y 'KHZ ,	 DUTY CYCLE ON	 SIC s
SNUBBER
PIX NO.	 2 - 7 -	 ADDITIONAL COMMEN75
It H s
DELt^O ELECTRONICS













D.U.T. TYPE (;,.)Ef (7Q -y. 	 UNIT NO. b
CI RCUIT
O7HER
r I = l/4f^o,^^	 kmps,	 -I a2
,f CE =	 3c p V PEAK,	 IC =	 ,<a O + PEAK
OTHER
FREQUENCY	 y KHZ,	 DUTY CYCLE ON	 $'O
SNUBBER	 C o,v	 i^ 6
PI X NO.	 2 - 17 -,q-	 I ADDITIONAL CCMT ENTS
ORIGINAL PAGE lb
f ►^ YUOR QUALITY
s
,( :1` .1 .	 ..
C= e —
DELCO ELECTRONICS












D.U.T. TYPE	 Wc5T. 1 -73 - ice	 1 UNIT NO. ^
iRCUI-
OTHER
VCE =	 3CO V PEAK,	 IC	 (o	 PERK
OTHER




^ — 2` g tom3 f 0,^ / ^






2 - ' '7 - S	 ADDITIONAL CChI^1ENTS
b
a









^^11011 i	W.	 •^^.E	 .W •Y.	 •• v.41
EE-22T-EMA-022 ;360
z




	 ^+^1	 rj AbIPS . 	 V') AMPS'	 ^. B
VCE	 ;pQ_V PEAK,
	 IC	 p PEAK
OTHER





	 2 -i7-T	 ADDITIONAL CONfl-IEN"IS
ORIGINAL PAGE lb
OF PO4R (,U ALITY
DELCO ELECTRONICS









D.U.T. TYPE	 UNIT NO
CIRCUIT
OTHER
I B 1 = (I ^/+^^	 >MPS ,	 - I B ` = ^^r - r V)	 - —_^ .41PS
VCE =
	
V PEAK,	 IC	 640 .A PEAK
OTHER
FREQUENCY	 <HC,	 DUTY CYCLE ON	 8-' 0
SNUBBER	 0 AJ F f} (^
C=-3 -
r- ,1 c rte. 2 D i4 ^',
1




PIX NC	 Z - (') — (^	 ADDITIONAL M4,1ENTS
a
z
9t J11 N. . -
I°
+l0')w i •o.	 •.a A• Q.	 •^^l
DELCO ELECTRONICS
EE-22T-EMA-022	 ^62
O t M a m^ L m a T o w• c o 0 v o m^ r, O.
— ,TLC	 PR E PARE	 At 19





J.U.T. TYPE I ijE 57
	
1^- —	 UNIT NC 
.^
CI RCUIT
OTHER rM E =
I B1	 ^iY^ 1 	 I ;MPS,	 -IB2 = r Q. S-Y^	 ?PS
VCE 2	 1^^0 V PEAK,	 IC =	 La A PEAK
OTHER
FREQUENCY	 KHZ,	 DUTY CYCLE ON	 ?'^








 2 MC O W /
-Z ► 3
PIX NO.	 ;,• - w —'^
	
ADDITIONAL CCh9•tEV15
DELCO ELECTRONICS EE-22T- cHr1-J22 	 1663




^NI( ► A1ea	 CAT(
`.'.45A EM ACTUATOR Z - -Y-
POWER CIRCUIT	
c c n co
DEVICE TESTS	 .. z
D.U.T. TYPE	 L3G 57	 (713- 4,	 UNIT NO.
CI RCUIT




Amps ,	 - I g Z = (— ^. S V)	 S ,AMPS
VCE _
	 E p 'J PEAK ,	 IC	 6 b a PEAK
OTHER
FREQUENCY	 KHZ,	 DUTY CYCLE ON
SNUBBER



















r r ,,, "
gQI at* l:DIV^wr°=4—
IF










D.U.T. TYPE _^^ ST. 173- 	 UNIT NO.
CIRCUIT
OTHER
I 31 ^L`^^'41	 B -
vCE	
3 OOV PEAK,	 IC =	
—	
C O A PEAK
OTHER










	 2 -2^-	 ADDITIONAL CONVENTS
ORIGINAL PAGE IS





























I B I = ^(	
^p k	 9 01PS ,	 - ; B4 =	
j. 7 V)	 S a,^1PS
vCE =	 3 oO v PEAK,	 IC	 L Oa PEAK
OTHER





 NO.	 2 - 2',j - VA	 , ADDITIONAL C0ti9AENTS
F
z
K 7!! of . 17 .,
L








— -=^ e- ,^ oA /=I



















I	 = rf 4	 9 AIWPS
vCy	 3oo V PEAK,	 ID =	 oC	 PEAK
OTHER
FREQUENCY	 S XHZ, DUTY CYCLE ON	 ^'O
SNUBBER	 G o IV ?W
 *(--
PIX NO.	 2 - 24 - ► ,1-/	 ADDITIONAL CONVIENT5
^^ r
ICI























i	 _ C/	 l^C^
	
) ;;,iPS ,
	 - I 7 = ^ — ^. 51^^	 5-a •iPS
B^	 a-
VCE :	 3 0 0 V PEAK,	 IC =	 6	 k PEAK
OTHER
FREQUENCY	 _:KHC,	 DUTY CYCLE ON	 ^"O
SNUBBER	 G orJF• _4-IM-







































D.U.7. TY PE mil	 t-7	 UNIF .N0. 4.	 -
CI RCUI T
OTHER
I B i = jA-p k_T^_ t•! F	 - I g ` _ ^- ^. s-v)	 k•tPS
VCE	
7 p0 V PEAK ,	 IC	 60 A PEAK
OTHER
FREQUENCY	 7 KHZ, DUTY CYCLE ON	 ^O
SNUBBER	 G o A,J ;r, 4(c
C^3 —




DEL%O tLECTRCNlCS	 I EE-22T-E.MA-022
	 X869
J t w t w, L J 3 ,r O w! . O w• O w n T, J M







iDEVICE TESTS	 Apo OOvID
D.U.	 ,YPE	 (,Jc-57, r -7 fl-6	 UNIT NO.
Cl RCUIT
OTHER
: 31 = ^{fAoK1 AMPS,	 -[a2 = ^— ^. SV)	 5' AMPS
VCG 	 3C0 V PEAK,	 IC	 A PEAK
OTHER
FREQUENC	 -H--,	 DUTY CYCLE ON	 S•M
SNUBBER	 C o't;r ,4-^
-- 
;G , ^z -d—s 'A 1 V
Cp.X —	 F^cJ wcc 







••y` o EE- 22T -EMA-022i I B70 i
W?-Z-^ZCMtCK[0









=	 30 1 PEAK,	 IC	 6 C A PEAK
OTHER
EREQUENCf	 y' KHZ ,
	 ju r,( CYCLE ON
SNUBBER	 60 Al
OELCO ELEC-,RONICS




DE V! CE TESTS
fie: s a v l ^r^/











SHEET REV♦ 	 ,operas Motor CorooretUon E E	 22T- E.MA-122 	 i C
Sense dero.re Operatons
p^- Delca Electrunics	 5'57 ,o, sw Avenue	 -	 -	 --
rr	 coet.. c,^,for^.9^on	 ENGINEERING EXHIBIT
APPENDIX C
TEST RESULT SUMMARIES



















D.U.T.  TYPE 	 UNIT NO Z
^IRCUI7





.V PEAK, I C _A PEAK, PREQ` x.
:,;,%L%lAR`! OF LOSSES 1.ND ;^YT"- 171T`IG TIMES
A. TURN OFF,	 REF. PIX NOS.	 3	 1	 -3	 -,F
INTERVAL (.AFTER LOGIC TURN OFF;	 p 3 TO	 9 S`^^,,S
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED	 ^_tYATTS
?. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED 	 4ATTS




4. FALL TIME (10"o, TO 90-0)
	 A S-S P, S, 0—: OR VCE
S. -dICidt	 'S3_ A/,,3
6. -dI3`/dt
-I B`	 y: 5—_A PEAK
3. -V 3E _
 V .AVERAGE
9. OTHER
3. T?' RN CN,	 REF PIX NOS.	 y
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) 	 ,r.^.S TO	 7_
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED	 _ ,^'	 WATTS
	
PEAK POWER DISSIPATED	 dr"o.^•A	 '" '7S
3. DZLAY TIME (TO 10 % RISE)	 (^^/ ,..^.3, 0 O VCE
	
RISE TIME (10% TO 90	 ^,	 ^.,^,3 i C OR VCE
f
i^,
J( : 11 •
.G( JO• • V.
EE-22T-EMA-J22 C2
	








dIC/d.	 I t'i©	 a f µ5







C.	 QUASISTATIC ON ^ST.AT:C	 : JERVAL,
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) 	 7 /j, S TO
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPAATED IN COL;.EL70R
(OVER INTERVAL .ABOVE) 2 9	 VATTS
2. ,AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN BASE
(OVER TOTAL ON INTERVAL) 6,	 .VATTS
3.
vBE	
v a IB1 A
4. PERCENT ON TIME ^s
S. VCE	 ,557 .' i^?	 I b?
6. OTHER
O.	 SUMMARY OF LOSSES
1. TURN OFF WATTS
2. TURN ON 37, g WA77S
5. QUAS I STAT I C ON  WATTS









JEL^:O ELLLIKU N1^ j	 EE-22T-EMA-022	 ^0















REF. PIX NOS.	 2 - t"^_ L I`t A/, ,^ , ^,
	 I R 3 T, U
VCF. 	 3.00 V PEAK, I C =	 6Q A PEAK, FREQ	 f/ K.liz
SUMMARY IF LOSSES AND SWITCHING TIMES
A. TURN OFF,	 REF. PIX NOS. -Z	 I-r,f . 2-17-L
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN OFF;	 0 ,ct,,S TO
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED 	 3G. Z WATTS
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED 	 '^':^^L	 WATTS
3. STORAGE TIME (TO 10% FALL)
	 3^	 S, OOR VCE
4. FALL TIME (101- TO 90%)	 ,A, S , G OR V C E
5. -dI C/dr	 7S A/,--3
6. -dI 3L/dt	 Z3	 4/k^
7, IB2	
S A PEAK






B. TURN ON,	 REF. PIX NOS.	 -	 - 	^_T
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) — `, 	 p AA S TO
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED	 3 5^,	 WATTS
I
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED	 WATTS
3. DELAY TIME (TO 10% RISE)	 ,,,,S, QOR VCE




^aMaok.A.	 roroaa	 caarow.r o+
EE-22T-EMA-022	 C4
NASA EM ACTUATOR c»tcw[0
POWER CIRCUIT
DEVICE TESTS (CONTINUED) •••
dIC/dt	 / Sn	 A f µ5
6,	 dI B1 /dt	 r ?	 f4 f LA5
7.	 I31	
4	 A AVERAGE, ."S .A PEAK
3.
	
V 3E	 . S 7 PEAK
^.	 OTHER
C.	 QUASISTATIC ON C jTATIC ON INTERVAL)
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) 	 7 A.4 0	 Z%'► /u-S
1.	 AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN COLLECTOR
(OVER INTERVAL .ABOVE) 	 ^ ^• '	 WATTS
_.	 AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN BASE
(OVER TOTAL ON INTERVAL) VATTS
3.	 V 3E	 /. ?	
v 
a	 I B1 c' A
4.	 PERCENT ON TIME S C




1.	 TURN OFF 3a Z WATTS
2.
	 TURN ON q	 ,YATTS
3.	 QUASISTATIC ON — ^14,^NATTS


























REF. PIK NOS.	 3 w-	
-3 "^/ - C ^O
VCL =	 2	
'! PEAK, I C
 =	 ,$ D A PEAK,	 KliZ
SUMMARY OF LOSSES \NU SWITC'IING 't TMES
A. TURN OFF,	 REF. PIX NCS	 3-N-L1
INTii VAL (AF'tCR LOGIC ;'URN OFF: 	 O 4-.Z TO _	 1 C ft.S
1. aVSItAGE POWER 0ISSIPATE'D	 /,/.O WATTS
2. PEAK POWL q DISSIPATL•;D	 Q / r O "'a —m
S. STORAGE TIME (TO 10' FALL)	 O OR VCL




3.	 1 uRN C,N ,
	
:U-,	 ?::^ NOS .	 -	 - C
iNTGitV;\t. (AF '1'[.R	 LO(.IC 'TURN ON) ^ ^^ ^'0 !0 `A-S
1 .	 AVERA61:	 I'Um : 11 O l S5 t i'A • i'Cll / ^^ :r.1 'I" PS
.	 I'!:AK POWER U I ih I I'A'I1i1) 	 __	 Q Q	 rA'i"i S	 °--
S. URLAY TIME (TO 10'i RISE ,	 T,'Z ;',.-S, t "R ACC










NASA I'M ACTUATOR	 ^c»^
f'OW . 11 CIRCUIT
UEVICL TUSTS (CONTINUED) 	 j
EE-22T-EMA-022
	 C5
ED—	 DA ► c
0-vciT-
/ ^ 1 PEAK
. 
`I IC/d:	 77 A/ws
6. `1I31/alt	 / Z f•11)A5
7. 1 31	 -1 A AVERAGE,
S. 
V 3	
--	 — V PEAK
9. OTHER
C. QUASISTATIC ON (ST,>TiC CN iNTERVAL)
INTERVAL (AFTL-R LOGIC TURN ON) 	 /0 'LA-5 TO	 2/ d 1-4-S
1. WERACE PClVER DISSIPATL• D IN COL;.L•CTOR
(OVER INTERVAL ABOVE)	 o G WAI-1 S
—'. AVERAGE PCWER DISSIPATED IN BASE
COVER TOTAL ON INTERVAL) 
	
WATTS
4. PERCENT uN I'ii•tE	 ^;
5 . v	 Y. 	 V C
6. OTHER
1. TURN CF=	 /^. O	 WATTS
2. TURN ON	 / 4,	 lVA17S
3. QUASI STATIC ON
	 ^ ^^	 .qx,, 'S
4. TOTAL LOSSES	 ^^	 wAt-'s







DELCO ELL$_ I KO NICS
'	 O^w^w+^ rorow• cow^ow + rio w 	 i	 EE- 22T-EMA-022	 !r7








^a	 POWER CIRCUIT	 'w'P —ac "




REF. PIX NOS.	 ;2 	 Z- / 7-
v^E
 =	 z50 v ?EA	 :
	
K, C =	 cr.a PEAS:, F RZq
,uh1M^RY F -DSSES AND SWITC:!?`!G 71MES
A .
	
7jRN ^,FF ,	 REF .	 PIX NOS. Z- - e') -A
iNT E-R'4AL (AFTER LOGIC TURN OFF) (L^ TO	 /	 14-15
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED 17S WATTS
f 2. PEAK POWER: DISSIPATED 74 OO	 WAT"'S
3. STORAGE TIME (TO 10% FALL) (s^ OR . f CE
4. FALL TIME	 (10 03' TO 90 01) D. S^	 _ : F	 GR VCE
5. -di C/dt	 /^^ q^^5
i 7. - I 3`	 S.a ? E A K
3. _VBE	 V	 ;VE.IAGE
9. OTHER
3. TURN JN,	 PEi• . PIX NOS.	 - !	 -	 .t.-.	 f A	 -
INTERVAL (AF ,rER LOGIC TURN ON)	 O ,4,S TO
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED 	 WATTS
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED	 WA i'TS
S. DELAY TL•1E (TO 10% RISE)	 ^. p 2' "'..'_s ' OR OR `!CE
4, RISE TIME (10 a TO 90°s)	 C 41	 S^ I C OR VCE
Q
ORIGINAL F AGE IS












DELCO ELLLTR ONICS f
a....,^	 roTOSS
	
CON 1-0 .,*lo^ I	 I EE-22T-EMA-022	 C3
^A	 s^S	 pATC
^	
` EM ACTUATOR MLC R E
POWER CIRCUIT
DEVICE TESTS	 CONTINUED) AP.ROV
I
a .	 d IC/dt	 y a^wG
o.	 dIBl /dt	 /21 A fµ5
T.	
1 B 	 :
.AVERAGE, l` A PEAK
3.	
V 3
	 — V PEAK
).	 JTHER
C.	 QUASISTATIC ON (STATIC ON INTERVAL)
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) 	 / O 	A,,.S TO 	 2-1 f)	 /-L-S
1.	 .AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN COLLECTCR
(OVER INTERVAL ABCVE) --lATTS
2.	 AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN SASE





4,	 PERCENT ON 71'111—' I
S.	 VCE	 Q, r(^	 ^c A
6.	 OTHER
.	 SUMMARY JF wSZES
1.	 TURN OFF / ^,	 "v'ATTS
2.	 TURN ON Z	 WATTS







ULLCO L• LLO RUNICS	 1
	







NASA U. AC"1UATOR	 i c^ccw(
POWER CIRCUIT	 A—^wo^tQ----





REF. PIX NOS.	 I
V CE =	 3 „^, Q V PCAK, I C =	 L	 A PEAK, FREQ
S64MMARY OF LOSSIiS AND SWITCHING TTI%1L
A. TURN GI f F,	 RED=. PIX NOS.	 Z - 2 Lf - r
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN OFF) 14,S TO
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED	 ,b, `	 vATTS
2. PEAK POWER D i SS I Pr\'CLD	 // 'FCC 	 WA77S I
3. STORAGE TIME (1'0 10% FALL'
	
4!	 u,S,OOlt VGC
4. FALL T:I`tE (101 TO 90 .1)	 /'-S' I Olt V'.
S. -di C/dt
6.	 -%1182/(1








REF. PIX NOS.	 - 2 Li - 1.../ , `.tv i-?
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON 	 n µ,,S '1'0	 ? ,, s l
{
1. AVERAGE POWER D ISSI?ATia 	 - _	 6	 'rl;\1' T S	 r
2. 1 1 IiAK 1'UeR UI SS iI'A'I'EL) 	 I `2)- CC 	 NA'I"CS	 j
3. DEL:\Y TIME (1'0 10; RISC) 	 0, /	 ^wS, i^. 01Z VrL
4. RISE TIME (10a TO 90 191 )	 0,^	 wS, i l . CR VCE







ULLCU L•ULTRONiLS E 	 CIO




NASA DI ACTUATOR (Mcc:co
POWER CIRCUTT
DEVICE TESTS i CONTINUED) Xp—p -6 t 
.	 J IB/fit Ali-t-.
6.	 (1I 31 /dt A f AA




C.	 QU.^S[STATIC ON (STATIC ON INTERVAL)
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) LAS F^
1.	 AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN COLLLCTOR
(OVER INTERVAL ABOVC, ? 3,	 WATTS
2.	 AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED iN 3A^E
(OVER TOT\L ON	 `JTL•RVAL) w,1TTS
S. v 3 Y d	 I 3 .	 9	 1
4.	 PERCENT ON TIME S^	 j
S.	
v C E. - S	 ^^	 I	 no .AL	 +
6.
	
OTHER	 _?s?,Y	 y-7 -t)
0.	 SWWARY OF LOSSES
1.	 TURN OFF	 _ '76. Z	 WATTS
2.	 1"J RN ON S.. y	 WATTS
S.	 QUASISTATIC ON  y 7	 wxrrs
-4. 






^'_	 ••mil ^Ot r0.	 ^-. -----
JELCO LLLCTRONICS
	













— -	 ---' T''.aSE	
JC
REF.	 PIX	 NOS. j- Z- T^ 3 - Z - 7-Z 
VCE =
3O4	 V PEAK,	 I C -	 A PEAK, =REQ	 43	 ciZ
SUMMARY OF LOSSES I ND SWITCHING T'MES
A. ','URN OFF,	 REF. PIX NOS.	 7-1
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN OFFS 	 Q 
^'' TO	 / Q
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED	 i 47	 WATTS
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED	 ;	 5p 0	 WATTS
3. STORAGE TIME (TO 10¢ FALL) 	 3
	
OR VCE




6. -d I B2/dt	 q /•^S
7. . 1 32	 A PEAK
S. -V BE V
 .AVERAGE
9. CTHER
3. TURN ON,	 REP. PIX NOS.	 - 7 
_ TZ
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON)	 Q	 AA S TO	 I O	 ^,.,
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED	 Z (p	 WATTS
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED	 WATTS
3. DELAY TIME (TO 101, RISE) 	 Q , Z,	 IA-S, I C OR V C C
4. RISE TIME (10% TO 90'?-)




--S I C R VCE
x 15, O e v . f-
rl - UELCO ELECTRONICS







NASA ElM ACTUATOR	 cRco
POWER CIRCUIT	 i7CSSR-o^z^
na^,.re ^•-•c^c
D-U.T. TYPE	 Uj GST	 UNIT NG .
CIRCUIT f3rrM ^f,t^TJ S/!7t/Ri!°TicrV GL^iH ,a Ceti coL.lF^7i'.^







/.57: V PEAK, I C	 3 Z A PEAK, F REQ
	 Qiz
- ----^—
SUMMARY  OF LOSSES AND SWITCHING TIMES
A.	 TURN OFF,	 REF .	 PIX NOS.	 2 • /9 .-,07
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN OFF)	 014 ,S  TO
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED WATTS
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED ^, ^l^^ ,VATTS
3. STORAGE TIME (TO 10' FALZO) R VCE
4. FALL TIME (10% TO 90°x)	 Q, 5' ^.c.S,	 . _	 OR VCE
5. -dT C/dt	 (,7
6. -dI B2/dt	 ^•3_ q^,k^
1 ' -I32	
= .^ BEAK
3. -V	 V AVERAGE
3E
9. OTHER
TURN ON,	 REF. PIX NOS.
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON)	 A"S T 	 _ 7 "A,..5l
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED	 6	 '077S	
^I
1
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED	 32, pp WATTS	 t
3. DELAY TIME (TO 10% RISE) 	 1&4's' 
c  
OR VCE
1, RISE TIME (4'0**  TO 90%)	 G, ^/	 44-S,
	
OR VQ CE















d : cf d t
	
( L S f^1 l f' G
o. dI B1 /dt	 / 2.. ,^^µ5
1 AVERAGE,	 /S 7A PEAK
3. -
9. V 3 -
	 BEAK
9. OTHER
C. QUASISTATIC ON (STATIC ON INTERVAL)
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON' 	 7 ,u-S TO 	 7 /"-s
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN COLLECTOR
(OVER INTERVAL ABOVE)	 y^t	 VA17S
2. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED iN BASE
(OVER TOTAL ON INTERVAL)	 Y_'VAT" S
S. VBE	 ^V 1 1 B	
^A




1.7^' a I C	 32 .A
6. OTHER C . 7t7AL.	 `^^1	 —
0. SUMMARY OF LOSSES















---.	 11VOwt rp.	 ^ ..^c .o^ .v.	 i ..^^ I
DELCO ELECTRONICS EE- 22T-E^tA-022	 i CI4
39w0w.{. roro.a cow.ow.*io.
r IT LE	 . ►►w 0	 O.r[
NASA ELI ACTUATOR	 C-[Cxco
POWER CIRCUIT	 o^
') PAJ T f F Tc C'^C
D.U.T. TYPE
	 LL)FST.	 /78 ,6	 _	 UNIT NO.
CIRCUIT 1do7yo u,7-	 GL,4^+p









	 i SD 'J PEAK,	
`C =	 3.Z 
.A PE AK,	 FREQ	 XH4.
'AMARY CF LCSSES AND SWITCHING TIMES
;.	 TURN OFF,	 REP.	 PIX NOS.
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN OFF)
	 lm-,.S TO /Q ",S	 I
1 .	 AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED 2.	 WATTS
2.	 PEAK POWER DISSIPATED Z 3 CA
	
NATTS
3.	 STORAGE TIME (TO 10 4-a FALL) jAS, QOR VCE
4.	 FALL TIME (10% TO 90%)
	 n- µ f-<' S,	 I ry	 OR	 IJCE
S.	 -,SI C/dt	 lCr A'^s
o.	 -dI 82/dt	 23 /.^S
7.	 -IBO	 a PEAK
3.	 -v	 :> 7 V AVER.-Cc I3E—
9.	 OTHER
B.	 TURN ON,	 REF.	 PIX NOS.
	
Z - !(-, -L i
iNTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON)
	 _	 Q ,S TO	 ^ ^S
1.	 .AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED gp.	 'N,ATTS
2.	 PEAK POWER DISSIPATED 3 ^ ^ ^ivATTS
5.	 DELAY TIME (TO 10% RISE)	 ^, /	 ,wS .
	
I . OR V C E





x tee ,r	 - '—^^
map**	 0. °	 1E	 J0a ••GC
DELCO ELECTRONICS I I EE-22T-ENIA-022 ^C15
•N ^ "A1.






NASA EM .ACTUATOR Mccx[o
POWER CIRCUIT
DEVICE TESTS (CONTINUED) I •°"°^
I
S.	 d IC/dt	 AIA s






9.	 V EE	 V PEAK I
9.	 OTHER I
C.	 QUA	 - STATIC ON (i ATIC ON INTERVAL)
INTERVAL (,AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) 	 7 IzAZ TO	 7—	 •.c.S
1.	 .AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN COLLECTOR
(OVER INTERVAL ABOVE)) C14	 ^,ATTS
_.	 .AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED iN 3ASE
(OVER TOTAL ON INTERVAL) ATTS
3.	 C BE	 -	 B1 ^'	 A
1.	 PERCENT ON TIME ^O 	^
S.
	
V CE	 Zr V @	 I ^Z
0.	 SUMARY CF !-OSSES
1.	 TURN OFF y, 2r	 WATTS
2.
	 TURN ON b° y	 WATTS
3.	 QUASISTATIC ON WATTS	 i











NASA EM .ACTUATOR	 ic^c x o
POWER CIRCUIT	 ^^`►r^o^-[^-
Tq
D.U.T. TYPE	 ( LjE!5T
.







RE F . P' i NOS
V CE =	 Z.G^ '! PE A K, I C 	 ^lZ,	 PEAK,	 FREQ	 _yaiz
SUM%1,^ RY	 'F LOSSES AND SWV:-CHI`'G TIMES
A. TURN !FF.	 REF. PIX NOS.
	 Z-/L —Al
INTERVAL CAFTER LOGIC TURN OFF;
	 p y^S TO	 ,eo a's
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED 	 '9.Z WATTS
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED yypp 	 vATTS
S. STORAGE TIME PTO 10% FALL) ?, V	 "'-s .OR VCy









-I B` .A PEAK





TURN ON, RE7	 PIX NOS. Z
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) b	 fn-; TO	 7	 ^,,..S
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED 13	 WATTS
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED .VA', ;S
3. DELAY TIME (TO 10 3 RISE) Q./	 ,wJ , Q OR VCE•
i. RISc ''I?1E	 '10%


















S.	 d IC/dt	 1 ZS"
6,	 dI Bl /dt	 JZ_
7. 1 8	
^.A







C.	 QUASiST.ATIC ON (STATIC ON INTERVAL)
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) 	 7 TO	 2p7
1.	 :AVERAGE PCWtR DISSIPATED IN COLLECTCR
(OVER INTERVAL ABOVE) WATTS
2.	 .AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN BASE
(OVER TOTAL ON INTERVAL) WATTS
3.	 V BE	 / V	 : 3i ^.	 A
1 .	 PERCENT ON TIME'} 's








1.	 TURN OFF WATTS
_.	 TURN ON 1 3	 WATTS
3.	 QUAS 1 STAT I C ON 0 -	 WATTS
4.	 TOTAL LOSSES 3.Z . !	 WATTS
CCrIMENTS







D.U.T. TYPE	 Lae trr /77-4*
















	 L - /6- Q, Q,
	 L
VCE =	 2 3o V PEAK, I C =	 y6 A PEAK, FREQ
•IARY OF LOSSES AND SWITCHING TIMES
A. TURN OFF,	 REF . PIX NOS .
	
2-/6
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN OFF) 	 — O m-,S TO	 /D u,j
1. AVERAGE POWER UISSIPATED 	 /Z WATTS
2. PEAK PCWER DISSIPATED	 nGCa _'VAT TS
3. STORAGE TIME (TO 10% FALL),
	
2, b µ. j ,^ OR VCE
4. FALL TIME (10% TO 90'x)	 1). ? A.,,S . ^ OR VCE
-dIC/dt _	 9S AIKS
6. -dl 32/dt	 23
7. - I B`	 .a PEAK
S. _V 3E 	? s V ,AVERAGE
9. OTHER	 l
3. TURN CN,	 REF. PIX NOS.
I
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TURN ON) 	 4A,S TO
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED	 Z O WATTS	 I
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPATED	 7 Lao WATTS
3. DELAY TIME (TO 10, RISE) —





'D, / AA-S , 0 O VCE
















/ s4	 f^^ u
6.	 dI Bl !dt	 12-	 ;^^^





C.	 QUASISTATIC ON (STATIC ON INTERVAL)
INTERVAL (.AFTE R LOGIC TURN ON) TO
1.	 AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED IN COLLECTOR
(OVER INTERVAL .ABOVE) 	 /N, 7 	, '	 _VATIS
2.	 AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED :N BASE








4.	 PERCENT ON TIME
Yc	 a I ybS .
VCE
6.	 OTHER	 G . 7VrA	 L.?. 7 ,,^,
























1	 EE-22T-EMA-022 I C20 
peepAnt0	 ovil i




D.U.T. T'(PE	 j,, 	 ^7 2 -	 UNIT NO.	 o
CIRCUIT
REF. PIK NOS.
VCE =	 ^Gv	 PEAK, I C	 6C PEAK, PREC	 Qlz
SUMMARY Cl* LOSSES ANO SW I'' :.: NG T OML•S
A. TURN OFF,	 REP. PIK NOS.
	 Z - ZU — V
INTERVAL (AFTER LOGIC TUILN CM _^ ,,S TO	 /0 u,,S
1. AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED 	 //0
2. PEAK POWER DISSIPA'T'ED 	 // OOQ
	
WAYI'S
S. STCRAGL TIME (TO 10' i7ALL)	 -5 S	 OR l/CL•
4. FALL TIME (10'4 TO 90') -	 / • S ^c. S' I . Cil VCL
S . -1I C/1t	 AIA&. '
7. -I B`	 A PEAK	
1





3. TURN ON,	 REP. PIK NITS
i
I NTERVAI, (AFTER 1,0(;1(: TURN ON)	 /— S
1. AVERAGE POWER D ISS I PAl'L'D	 WA1-1'S
2. PEAK POWER D I SS I PATLD	 WA 17S
3.	 UL:LAY TIME (1'0 10-0 RISE' ,wt, I C OR vCL











6787 " oil,star Avon.
Jolan.Cai, rorn,ad301 7








PCWER , W. SISTOR DATA SHEETS
1	 This 3ccendix p resents -:anu_actlrer'S iata sheets for some )f the cand43ate
power `ransistors.
SBO 1078 aw 574
(,w
,-=^f T
tAr ^^,a ^.	 —F
:0 OWL
Ste ^nf :A
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200 AMP S PEAK
^/^ j	 50 AMPS GAIN RATING®-	 (?60^_ &D62T	 POWER TRANSISTOR EE-22T-EMA-022	 DlC
wax' _. I 71cin?s
Collector Curren_ (peak): 200 kweeres
,:oLlector ^ufrenc ( continuous): 100 L=eres
3ase :i rrent (continuous): 10 .amperes
?over ')issipation: -325 ':acts
ac -.r - 75'C
Operating and 5c ^ rage 7amveraCUre: - 50'C to
+100'C















Ordering Info:.- .scion - Obtain epe•_-- ievice Terformanc-
for your appl ication ^7 selecting proper order code.
t
^ape	 I	 Voltage	 :urrent	 Gala
:ade	 7cm ` 7(m0	 Cade	 Ix	 _aae	 3rr i :ode
	
(SUS)	 I	 `
7607	 400	 400 (	 40	 j	 .0 I	 40	 i0 
f	
10
I :tud)	 450	 450 1	 43	 'I	 j0	 `0	 10 I	 10
D62 TA	 Ac	 500 I	 SO	 ^	 50 i	 50	 10^	 10
(Disc)
tjtsmp le
Obtain optimum iwrice performance for your
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Fx352 CI D, 0EE4
• Integral Meat Exchanger
• Lower Junction Temperature
• Large Safe Ocer3ting area




• O ptimized Thermal Interfaces
High-Current NPN Transcaient
Power Transistor
'GO amperes Pulse Collector Current gating
-50 `/ p its Coilecto Voltage Breakover Rating
The A CA P952COE_4 -s a `ercea-air-coo:ea, idieon- :Cower
transistor for high current, high voltage military and industrial
30011C3tions. New heat dissipation tecr:ni ques are used to
reauce the thermal ,moeaance of the transistor thereby
'ower,ng the ;unction -emperature. A heat nice s directly
bonded to the transistor wafer to enhance neat rlow oetween
the wafer and the ntegral cooling firs. = ; eid r ep lacement .s
slmonfiea by the elimination of the need `or separate
clamcea or tnre3aea -eat sinks. The recucea thermal
moeaance results in an .ricreasec current ana oissloation
caoaolilr/ as com pared with conventional Cevices.
-1-e '95200E£4 an be useful !n a variet y of applications,
:ucn as ;olio-state :witches, .motor controllers, arc suooressors,
ioi tage - equ)aters ana ocwer conditioning eouioment. The
;re 3no Neignt of the P95200EE4 Nr.en eiatea -o Its rated
:urrent, raKe t well suited `cr 3iroorne, marine and porraole/
mcoiie eouipment wnere Com pactness, light Neignt and nigh
ret aoility are prime considerations.
The silicon wafer utilized in the PC5200EE4 -eatures a mlNti-
plic:ty of oarailei ed erne---!r elements. Integral emitter ballast
resistors assure or000rtionai current ;haring aria a 'arge safe
:oeratiog area. Joeratlon with both nigh current and hign
vol tage s thus enhanced.
a Pu)se aurat on - 300 4M. Duty =vole < 2%. Greatest au se
3issicatien occurs during Tumon and Turn-off but -no 3veraged
races nav permit natural COnveC71On Cooling .n some 3001-c311ona.
b The air 'low •eauirernents .are oases on aboratory ZonOrUons at
tea level and =5o C and are'1miting :Onditions. ".0moensa t:On
! a neoeesary 'or :Oeration at attitude or .n nlgner ambient air
Characteristic Ranges
Collector-To-Case voitaus .. V^30
,',dllector- To- crn. rter
Sustaininq Voirage'Nith





.oil ec t Or- To-E ntrter
Saturation Voltage at
- 30 A	 VCE!SAT)
2 •nirter-70 3ase /ortage VE80
Caiiector Current
(Continuoual at hpc = 10 IC
Collector Current Peak
pu13eN at hpE - 6 ..	 ..... 'C
Current Gain , Continuous) :1a
3ase Current Continuous) tc3
.case Current	 P?ak plusei a g
average _- ,s oatlono
at	 3T0 Z -50 C. OD
With natural convey-,on
cootinga
With 510 LFM forcec
air '.- 50 cfm)



























-25 to :Oc o^
0 to 110 oC
-55 to 175 oC
Imm.) a KMz
temperatures. See A N-1869 "Aoolication Guide for :or<ea-Air 	 Ceiav time ........... td 	( tvp.) 0.22	 ;Gee





For further ,nformatlon ar todtiernon assistance an this devic3 .:Ort3ct your ACA Saies Beormititative ^r write Paw?- ',(arit3tlnq, 9CA, Uncullit, PA 17604.
'yre lroauct s n ritaa shall : .JMM rC:i 3 r3auC1 .00 N.ror	 intormairan iur n -snro 3', 4 C 1 amity 	1 it Kcwsit ar0	 E)
:ns"On -av )¢7 r 1 4tis^a11 1n aw,y t	 7/oOYLt late law	 rMiaOtt -4owaver ^o roseorUOlhty 'a a t 1ta Ov it.A of	 NMUHI \eeOVeeiO
leviwal. - 'e wefranty t a autt"srr3.	 wet i.c3t ,a ns	 is vu: -or 'Or Inv .Mr"ilo.ptR )t Oster	 r firer , i0ntt It	 C
ana wma"rit sroauet ^oniett-nit .rtn RCA acar •a l+K:,1• Girt• 	!".rd Barnes «e-cn "11v ^Mu ' l 'for" tl	 Vo ^cirm s	 SuoerseOes"!49: 9.75
luanp ty inIO". v It"' mit 3Nmanent ailia at MartlNil :oeC"i	 irante010iipnOn )r O ininewl" 'no	 sry latent lr	 "ntg0 'n l/.S..A.,8-77
:scam nvruailn inn -.mnnarl :aoaeq, tic.	 as:e^r ngn^s it RCA	 °952!t08EA
--
-^ .rs ew\-^- ----
P95200EE4
Turn-ON rme:
Storage time ..	 is Itvp.l 2.0 µsec
Fall time.....	 tf (tvp.l 0.8 "sec
Thermal Resistance	 Roic
With natural convecnon cooling(Case soir,ned as oase -if'insl .......	 ITV9.) 0.2 OVW
With 310 L: M forced air	 ........ (tva.) 0.4 OC,VY
Ne •gnt ....... 20 oz
.11rcuce'D ...	 (max.; 50.L100 ft
!C(COLLECTOe ro CNITIll1 ^Clf^pa - lUl Ts
Figure 1 - Site C)0er3t;nq area IOblecttvel^
O perating Coniiaer3tions
%tounting
An air duct of insulating material conforming closely to
the cross section of the 'fooling =ins should be used to direct
the cooling air tnrougn the fins. Mount the ;19520GEE4
at the ou •put of this cuct with one ena secured to a fixed
bulk-head, bus-oar plate. The other end should be connected
!)v a flexible 'ead and lug or adjustable ,nsuiatea terminal
wecuate `or ;me rated current. The face of the ug s
'astenea ,gainst the and of the heat oioe. The stud should
not x .sea t0 cam current.
Although sturd y , these devices can oe aamagee if the nuts
fastening the l eads to the unit are torq uea mrough the	 r
`Jody of the device. The stud should ne held stationary
with an "Allen" wrench while tightening the nut.
'Narnlno — ?ersonai Safety P^ecautlons
E?ectncal Shock - Coer3nrg voltages a pp lied to this	
AOevlce present a smock hazard. A ppropriate OrecautipnS
snouA be aKen.
For `urther information on Silicon Rectifiers —quest 
Technical Booklet SC16 from RCA Solid State, Box 3200. 	 ^]
Somerville, NJ 08876.
e r r 	 I
'a t
tk !	 s s a	 V	 .1 I w.W
WLLICT01 1 CUIENIMT IAN"Q 1
.ns-uas
Figure 2 - T y pical Gain at VCE - 5 V
.s..,ta
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L ` — a sruos ya-:.
'7— : Y t a ALLEN
+A1NCN loc. 1't
'0.m-nslons are n ­, C^es •anlew Jtme'wse .'3tea Qlmens,cns .n
oarentneses ire	 nmeters ino are aer • vea -am the 3asic Ines
11menilon . nc^	 25.4'T,ml.
Figure 3 - Outline
RCAISoha State CivisiorniElectro O p tics and Jevicesrl_ancaster RA 17E04 ORIGINAL P 
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is tya.l 2.0 ;lsec
X 30 rime	 I ..	 .....	 q itva.1 0.8 µsec
T'riarmal -l esi Starce	 A9JC
With natural Cisr"cnan cooiinq(Case	 s defined is base of tints......... ItvaJ 0.2 aClW
With 510 LFM r orced	 ilr	 ............. Itya•1 0.4 OC,"W
,Ve,gnt
	
.....	 ............. 70 oz
Al t,
	 .......	 ........... (max.) 50.000 it
yS rCOMriYUOUS -
	 —
i	 `nRwRRO sla	 —
:art ors ^.rlrp +^(•
1	 et l
soil	 I	 !
+ ':F cot LECTnR To Er, rte InE'-GE - /OL'S
rtLr_.ry
- i qure 1 — Safe Operating Area ;01;1ecrvei
Coeranng Considerations
Mounting
An air duct of insulating material conforming closel y to
the cross section of the cooling fins should be used 'o direct
'he coo i ng air through the fins. Mount the P95200EE4
at ;he )utput of this duct r ith ore end secured to a fixed
bulk-head, bus-bar p iate. The other end should be connected
cv a f lexible 'ead and 'ug or adjustable insulated 'erminal
adeq uate Tor me rated current. The ` lice of the i lig -s
z 3stered Egainst the end of the heat Di pe. The stud should
not be used to carry current.
Although sturdy, these ciev ces can be damaged if the nuts
fastening the ieads to the unit are torq ued through the
body of the device. The stud should be held stationary
with an "Allen" wiench while tightening the nut.
Warning — Personal Safety Precautions
Electrical Shock — Operating voltages a pplied *o this
device present a shock hazard. A pp ro priate precautions
should be taKen	 1
F or furtner mrormation on Silicon Rectifiers -eauest
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'Olmenslons are in -nines unless otherwise stated. pinlenslons in
parentheses are -n millimeters and are derived f rom the mask inch
otmenslon 0 Inch - 25.4 mm).
Figure 3 — Outline






HIGH VOLTAGE'. SILICON NPN T; qP NSISTOA
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS TYpE PT-4502	 P7-4503
Coiiector-aase Voltage, VC80 400v	 450V
i Cot fec:or-_rno ter Voltage. VCEO 225V	 400V
Emitter-aase joitage. ' EEO 10V
:I eax Collector Current, I CM . 11CA
O.C. Coilector Current. I C 6CA
3^wer -;issicanon 25'C Case -emoerature. ^O .5vw
'2ower Ciss+oation at 1 00'C Case Tem perature. J 2^Ow
:oerating junction TBmce r ature fl ange. 71 -35 to 200°C
Storage 7emcerature Pange. -05 to 2OWC
3acxage: T(3- 11,&
",lermaf =es'stancea 0.510/wJ C
c_EC'MICAL SPEC: FiCAT lON (at 25'C umess otherw se ^oted)
I	 TEST SYMSCL
L! M1  J
0r-502 	ter_ 1503	 I	 TEST
 CONOITICNSMIN.	 +AAX.
	 I	 MIIV.	 MAX.	 '	 T
O.C. Current Gain'	 ( h F^ I.0. 0 ^ It C = 60A, V CeSV
D.C. Current Gain' 	 i MFE 5 i I	 ^1 C=11CA, V CE =5bt
Couector Saturation	 'Volta eg VCEisatl M75 ^ 0.75	 (	 V	 f	 =60A, IC	 9 =6AI




V	 I I C=50A, V CE=5V
Col- c.,n. areaxcown Vcftage' i	 VCEO (sus)I 325 f	
4,00 V	 I I C=200mA, I 9=0
Collector Cutoff Current i CflO MA	 V C8 =400V, I E3=OI
Couector Cutoff Current I C80 — — I	 2	 ma	 V C8 =416OV, I EBsai
Col. Cutoff Current '_D 1500C I C80 20	 I i	 20	 mA	 Y C8=250V, I Eg=Q
Emitter Cutoff Current I 
_BO
I
5 5	 rnA	 V EB = 10V, I C8°0
Gain Bandwrth Product (Typ. ft 10 I	 iQ MHz	 I C= 5A, V CE =10V










	 1	 µs	 1 81=-' 32=3A
t f S 5	 I	 µs
i
PW < 3C0.5, O.0 `= 7%	 7-375
7W =-= - = _.4. Nc. C a -3A K =--=	 QCLIP70N. Nft`ei _==S -	 -	 - ?'^^. 47 ai 5Z .
EE-22T-E..MA-022	 D7










	 ?T 3523 ---^
 UNIT j	 DITI
I	 'AIN.
	
MAX.	 MIN.	 j	 MAX. I
	
CONDITIONS
D.C. Current Gain' hFE 10 0	 1Q 50 - IC-50A• 'CE-5V
D.C. Current Gain' h F E 5 - - IC-30A, V CE' 5V
Collectcr Saturation Voltage' VCE(sat) - 0.6	 I	 - 0.6 V IC=50A, I8=5A
3ase Emitter Voltage' VBE	 I - 1.5
	 - 1.5 V IC=50A, VCE'5V
Col. -Em. Breakdown voltage's VCEC(sus) 3115 - - V IC-50mA, I8=0
Cot. -Em. Breakdown Vottage'a
vCEC(sus) - -	 400 - V IC=50mA, I3=0
Collector Cutoff Current ICBC - 2	 I	 - - mA VC8=a00V, IEB'0
Couector Cutoff Current IC80 - -	 - 2 mA VC8=450V, IEB=0
Col. Cutoff Current P 150"C IC80 - 20	 - - mA V CS, 250V, IEB=0
Emitter Cutoff Current IEBC - 5	 I	 - 5 mA VEB=10V, 1C8=0
Gain Bandwith Product (Typ,) ft 10 –	 10 – MHz IC 'SA, VCE'10V
Collector Ca pacitance C 00 – 400	 – 400 Pf. Vc8=150V, f-100KHz
Switcriing Sceea , 7yo.)	 tr – 5 – .5 ds IC=30A, `3 CC=150V
i s - 1.2 - 1.2 Ns 18	 = -) s 	'3A








*PIN S .300 us, D.C. S 2°.'0
3VCE measured Nith pulse 300 ps max., 13-I00uA
^'o Not Use Cjrve Tracer
ORIGINAL PAGE 115
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HIGH VOLTAGE SILICON NPN TFIANSISTOR
	 uM
VCE?sat)•	 .. 0.6V 10 50A
	 hFE .............. S m,n. ?90 A	 IS/h ..	 .1 5A 4 400V























•	 o	 pp	 too .o0 00 ow
PowerTech ' s transistors offer high current capability, higtr breakdown voltage and the l owest avaiiatve- saturation veltage.
hev' have excep tional resistance to both forward and reverse second breakdown. This .,nleuir . ,omoiration of device
:h aractenstics 'raKes thertr particuiariv suited for a vide iarerV of high current applications, nnicn inciude series and
switching regulators, motor controls, servoamplifiers and power control circuits. The transistors will provide outstano ,
Jerormance Nnert ised as - emace-ren ts; for paraileied 'ower .urrent devices. -esulting in .xnsicerabie , -educt;ons in weight,
s pace and c:rcuit --omolexity . : neir reliability is assured trough 'GQao Gower testing it 5GV, "a. j !x'C use temperature.
These transistors exceed :he requirements of MIL - 3- 13500 and are we11-suated for the -host severe Military-aeresoaca
.opti=ons.




Coi lector- Emitter Voltage. V CFO	 105t1 100V
emitter -Base /oitage. VESO 10V
PeaK Collector Current, I CIA 90A
O.C. Coilector Current, I C 50A
Power Dissioation at 25 °C Case Temoerature, P p 3 5C
Power amiss oaticn at 100°C Case Tem perature, P O 20M
Jperat:ng Junction Tamcerature Range, T ^ ^5 to 2000C
Storage Tammrature Rarge, T A 85 to 200°C
P3cxage: TO-63
Thermal aesist)rca A C .5' C"N




















MEASURED AT SEATING MANE
S I INCHES MILLIMETERS
M , MIN. MAX.1 MIN. i MAX.
10
1
` q	 1 1, 17711.197 29 90 ^^ 1o.a0
a 7 WS X25 I -_ 5a _17 3
i a Ti3l	 38	 1.33 1.77
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EE- 22T- ENIA-022
ENGINEERING DATA SHEET
Deice Electronics SENIICON DUCTORS
GENERAL OESCRIPTION
Tae Detco DTS-+Ooo, DTS-1067, DTS-1074 and
DTS-1075 are NPN triple diffused silicon Darlington power
transistors. Built-in resistors are connected between the bases
ana emitters for parameter stability. A speedup .diode :s
connected as snown in ngure 5 to improve the swirotung
z'iaractenstics of the DTS-1074 and DTS-4075.
The rase is hermetically sealed and eiectricaily connected
to the -ollector.
Physical dimensions :onform o the standard ^'EDEC
TO-3 outline.
aBSOLUTE'AAXIMUh1 RATINGS
CJilector-ermtter voltage (_VCEO) ................................
Co lector current, peak (1C).»»...... ........ .......................................................................... ---...:5A
Collector zurrent. :ontinuous ( . IC) ................................... ..-........................ ........................... 20A
Base :urrent, continuous I I B ) ... » .....................................................».......... .............................A
Maximum power dissipation . ........................."-.....--..........................................................:OOW
Max:mum operating junction temperature......... .................................................................150°C
Minimum operating junction temperature . ........................................................................ -65°C
Maximum storage temperature. .............................................................».»........................150°C
L--ad te m pera ture Ii 16":t 1%32" from:ase for 10 seconds ................................................300°;
ELEL'RICAL CHARACT=RISTICS
SY`d. !	 c' \R.% NIETER	 TYPE 7	 CONDITIONS
	
AiN.1 AX.,' CH ITS
V, B R) ! Emitter-oase DTS-1066 IEBO = =OmA
EBO breaxdown -mirage DTS-4067
DTS-1074 I EBO = 5OmA 2 V
DTS-4075
[CEO Codectcr :utoff .au VCE = 600V 0.25 mA
current
I
hp C,:rrent ;ain DTS-40661 VC E = :V, IC
 = LOA 75
DTS-1074 1 VCE _ 5V. IC = 25A 5
CTS-1067 VCE = 5V, IC = ! OA i	 150
DTS--407 5 VCE ' 5V. IC = 25A I	 10
VCE Collector-e mi-er DTS--:U661 Ir = 10A. Is = 0.5A 10 V
(sat) saturation voltage DTS-4074 ► IC = 20A. I B = 2..A 3.5 V
DTS-1067 11 IC = LOA, I B = 0.5A 1.5 V
DTS-4075 IC = 2OA, I B = 13A 2.0 V
V 3 E Base-emitter all IC = IOA, I B = 0.5A I	 V
saturation voltage
12.3
VCEO Sustaining voitage All IC - 2.5 A I read at 1.OA) 350 V
(sus) L	 ! OmH
(h .e Small signal, short circuit all VCB It IOV, IC = 2OOmA 8
forward current transfer f = IMHz
ratio
Co bo Output capacitance all VCB = IOV, IE '')
^
I 200 pf
t f a 1 ',IH
08
OTS•4066 DTS-4074
OTS - 4067 DTS - 4075-
DARLINGTCN TRANSISTORS
NPN SILICUN
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ON VOLTAGE is COLLECTOR CURRENT
FIGURE 3






Therntai -esistance. 'unction to heat sink ..............................................................0.15 °C, W max.
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V CEO (sual TEST CIRCUIT
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COMMON EMITTER SWITCHING TIME
TEST CIRCUIT
COMMON EMITTER SWITCHING TIME
TSST CIRCUIT
OTS--+066 STS-4074YPicai Switching Times:
	 2-5-4067 CTS-4075
Alsz n me .............................. O. Sus	 G. Sus
Storage time ......................... 5.tkls	 3.Z^Ls
Fall time ............................... 	 4. Sus	 1.01As







DTS - 40 6;
DTS- 4074
DTS-4075
Qelco Electronics SENIICCNOUCT ORS
3	 I	 =	 Q V'
1 mM
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CLAMPED INDUCT;'! '  SWITCHING
TEST
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APPENDIX L
SINGLE CHANNEL
POWER ELECTRONICS BREADBOARD TESTS
This appendix contains Delco document EE-22T-EMA-023 which covers the
tests which were conducted on the single-channel power electronics
breadboard.
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J	 INTRODUCTION
The single-channel power electronics breadboard circuits are described in
'.	 EE-22-EMA-014. The power circuit utilizes the Westinghouse D6 0T transistors
which were chosen for this application on the basis of the tests which were reported
in FE-22-EMA-022. The single-channel power electronics breadboard was designed to
n	
operate at a nominal supply voltage of 270 Vdc and provide a motor current of 60 A.
A number of tests were conducted on the breadboard to evaluate its operation. The
3
results of the tests are summarized in the following paragraphs.
CMIMUTATION ANGLE. CONTROL
The commutation angle is selectable by means of a thumbwheel switch on the rotor nosition
sensor (RPS) control panel. Photos 1 through 3 show the line-to-neutral open-circuit
motor voltage for phase A ( VAN ), and three of the inverter control signals (nAnON,
OBPON, and OCPON), for commutation angles of 0 0 , 300 , and 580 . Photo 4 shows the RPS
position output signal and the V AN waveform.
^ I	 Photos 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the effects of commutation angle on the motor Phase current
(I ) and the inverter switch current (I ).
A	 AN
TRANSISTOR OPERATION
Photos 9, 10 and 11 show the base current waveforms of one of the power transistors.
During turn-on, the base current reaches 16 A in about 600 nanoseconds. During turn-
off, the reverse base current peaks at 12 A approximately 3 microseconds after turn-off
is initiated.
Photos 12, 13, and 14 show both the base-emitter voltage, V BE , and the base current. IB,
under typical operating conditions. At turn-on, the base is quickly driven positive,
reaching 3 V in approximately 200 nanoseconds and stabilizing at approximately 1.2 V.
Similarly, turn-off is achieved by rapidly reverse-biasing the base-emitter junction.
I V
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General Motors Corporation 	 EE_ 22-EMA-023	 7
Defeo Electronics 	 67t6Hollister 1 	 Avenue Operations
Goleta, California 93017	 ENGINEERING EXHIBIT
iPhoto 15 shows the collector- emitter voltage and base current for one of the motoring
chopper transistors, QM1. The collector-emitter voltage drops to about 1 volt within
l	 1.5 microseconds after turn-on is initiated, and 16 A base current is reached in
about 0.6 microseconds. Photo 16 shows the collector-emitter voltage transient which
occurs when the chopper transistor is turned off with a motoring current of 40 A. For
this condition the snubber limits the ring-up to about 50 V. In photo 17, a similar
transient for a 50 A motoring current shows the transient collector-emitter voltage
exceeding the supply voltage by about 60 V. The peak voltage is reached in approximately
2 microseconds.
MOTORING WAVEFORMS
Photos 18 through 23 show a series of waveforms for nominal motor currents ranging from
10 A to 60 A. The upper trace is the current in phase C of the motor (I C). The control
signal for the motoring choppers (QMON) is shown next, followed by the current through
the return diode (ICRD) which couples the inverter back to the power source. The bottom
trace shows the current in the current source inductor (I L).
In Photo 18, the nominal motor current is 10 A, and the motoring chopper is on for only
a small fraction of its 500 microsecond period. With a 20 A motor current (Photo 19)
the chopper period is approximately 250 microseconds and the chopper is on for about 150
of the cycle. For a nominal motor current of 30 A (see Photo 20), the chopper period
is about 220 microseconds, and the chopper is on about 250 of the time. Photo 21 shows
the waveform, which occur at a motor current of 40 A. For this condition the chopper
period is about 140 microseconds and the duty cycle is around 300. In Photo 22 the
nominal motor current is 50 A, the chopper period is about 120 microseconds and the duty
cycle is about 400.
Photo 23 shows waveforms with a nominal motor current of 60 A. It should be noted that
the peak motor current for this condition is about 75 A, and the inductor current indi-
cates that the incremental inductance of the inductor may have decreased significantly
due to saturation effects. The chopper switches very rapidly during the peak current
conditions, and the inductor current changes much more noticeably than the motor current.
To achieve the nominal 60 A motor currents the peak currents handled by the inverter
transistors are on the order of 90 A (the protection circuits were set at 95 A during
this sequence of tests).
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The single-channel power electronics breadboard has been successfuily operated at full
voltage and current. The snubbers which are used in the circuit limit the collector-
emitter voltages to safe values, and the peaic cu-;rents in the transistors are within the
capabilities of the devices. The current source inductor shows evidence of saturation
at the highest current levels, and should be re-designed to handle higher current levels.
as
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